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1. Executive summary
This milestone (M2) describes the demonstration scenario for QuaMeRDES. In it we detail how a media
researcher uses the tool for her own research in order to crystallize the features and functionalities of the
new QuaMeRDES-tool. The material is organized in five steps around the research practice of the
indicative persona ‘Corine’, a Dutch 42-year-old senior researcher in Media Studies with experience in
using digital television and newspaper archives. First, we set the scene by stating the main goals of
Corine’s research (2.1.). Every step of the description of the demonstration scenario (except 2.6.) starts
with one or more research questions. We then follow with a description of her actions before discussing
the hypothetical findings of her actions.
To arrive at this scenario, we proceeded as follows. Previous research pointed out that media researchers
first explore, then contextualize / analyze, and in a last phase write up their research.1 We implemented
the three research phases of the media researcher in the scenario: exploration is done in the first step
(2.2.); contextualization / analyzing in the three following steps (2.3., 2.4. and 2.5); and writing up the
research is done in the last step (2.6). In addition, media researchers often revise their research questions
while collecting data in the exploration and contextualization phase.2 We echoed the revising of the
research questions by starting with a broad topic (Russia) and ending up with a specific research question
(representation of cultural identity in programmes about/in Russia). For contextualizing / analyzing,
media researchers use different approaches and datasets. In line with the project’s proposal, we focused on
historical analysis of television programmes, subtitles and newspapers. Accordingly, we divided the
contextualization/analyzing phase into three parts: analyzing television in its historical context by means
of comparison with newspapers (2.3.), analyzing the discourses of the television programmes by looking at
the subtitles (2.4.) and watching the television programmes (2.5). We used the baseline technology,
MeRDES, to have an initial indication for the findings, which helped us to imagine the next steps and the
revision of the research questions. For features that are not present in MeRDES, we took examples from
other interfaces. The scenario was written in three iterations, and concurrent feedback rounds with
colleagues in computer sciences and media studies.
In the description of the scenario, we use the following typographical conventions: phrases that are
underlined are functionalities of the interface. Some phrases are tagged with an asterisk (*); this indicates
that these are not part of the original proposal, but we aim to implement them because the requirement
analysis (D1) pointed out that these are desirable extensions.
1 Bron, M., Van Gorp, J. , Nack, F. F., de Rijke, M., Vishneuski, A. & de Leeuw, J.S. (2012). A Subjunctive Exploratory Search
Interface to Support Media Studies Researchers. SIGIR 2012: 35th international ACM SIGIR conference on research and development in
information retrieval. Portland, Oregon: ACM.
2 Bron, M., Van Gorp, J, de Rijke, M. (under review) Media Studies Research in the Data-Drive Age. How Research Questions
Evolve, Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology. Also see Van Gorp, J. (2013) Looking for what you are
looking for: a media researcher’s first search in a television archive. VIEW: Journal of European Television History and Culture, 2(1)
online available at journal.euscreen.eu
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2. Demonstration scenario
2.1. Setting the scene

Imagine that Corine wants to write an article on the historical representation of Russia on Dutch
television. She wants to publish the article in the historical media studies journal Historical Journal of Film,
Radio and Television. She uses QuaMeRDES for her research.
In general, she is empowered by QuaMeRDES to:
●

formulate and investigate comparative research questions related to television and news
papers / news events

●

tailorize her results by making her own codes and by changing the settings of the
visualisations and result lists

●

create normalized statistics by taking into account the number of productions/articles per
year, per topic and per missing field

●

investigate the dialogues of television programmes and compare these with programme
descriptions

●

watch relevant television programmes*

●

save*, export* and retrieve her results*

2.2. Exploring the television database
RQ1.How

does

the

representation

of

Russia

change

over

time

in

general

terms?

RQ2.What are the general names, topics and genres associated with the representation of Russia on
television?

Corine logs in with her e-mailaddress and password.

First, she does an exploratory search on

representation of Russia on television, in order to gain insight in the time frame on the one hand and key
words and names related to television programmes about Russia on the other hand. On the timeline, she
notices a peak in the early 1980s and a steady increase after 1991. She also discovers that names of
politicians (Gorbachev, Putin) rank high in the name cloud. She also notices that words as protests,
bilateral relations, and youth occur in the word cloud. She goes to the configuration panel and changes the
settings of the word cloud from 20 words into 50 words, and then she notices also words such as soccer.
She goes to the about page and reads that the word clouds’ standard setting is ‘parsimonious’. She goes to
the configuration panel and unchecks the box. It turns out that for the word cloud ‘parsimonious’ is the
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best setting.
Then, she creates a genre cloud. She sees that news rank highest, but also that music shows and
sports are amongst the highest results. She wants to know whether the terms are genre-related, so she
filters news out from the genre pie. By excluding news reports, other words pop up as most frequent:
wars, cultural identity and soccer. It is cultural identity that triggers her attention.

Images 1-3. Name cloud (left), word cloud (middle) and filtered word cloud (right) (images taken from MeRDES)

2.3. Analysing television in historical context
RQ3.To what extent and how is the representation of Russia on television related to news events?

Now, Corine wants to know whether the representation of Russia over time is related to the historical
context. She can investigate this in two ways: (1) comparing fiction and non-fiction tv programmes and (2)
comparing

television

with

the

historical

context

as

represented

in

newspapers.

In a first round, she creates two codes for the television dataset in the query editor: non-fiction
programmes and fiction programmes. By using boolean operators, she adds news, actualities, human
interest, talk shows, sports, science to the code ‘non-fiction programmes’. She adds films, drama, comedy,
sitcom, animation to the code ‘fiction programmes’. She compares both codes on a time line and in
graphs.
In the second round, she does the same for fiction programmes and newspapers. She compares the
code ‘Russia in fictional tv-programmes’ with Russia in newspapers, in order to see how both are related.
She notices that the fiction programmes follow the peak in the newspapers.
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Image 4: Timeline comparison of query in two different datasets (image taken from MeRDES)

However, she realizes that she needs normalized statistics to take the increased number of programmes
into account. She checks the box ‘normalization by year’, and observes that the sudden increase at the end
of the timeline can be explained by an increase in production of tv-programmes rather than by an event.
With the normalized statistics, she discovers that Gorbachov’s glasnost and the collapse of the Soviet
Union

caused

an

increase

in

fiction

programmes

about

Russia

and

Russians.

As last step, she wants to compare the different topics she discerned (i.e. crime, cultural identity) into a
topic visualisation3 over time. She notices that there is an increase in topics on cultural identity in the
1980s and on crime in the 1990s. Therefore, she tracks the same topics in the newspapers. She notices
that the topic-evolution in newspapers corresponds with this of the television programmes. However, the
topic of cultural identity disappears in the television programmes of the 1990s , while in newspapers the
topic has a steady increase.

3 In the project’s proposal, we state that we will investigate possibilities to incorporate at least one additional visualisation. We are
currently considering to implement both ‘topic visualisation’ and ‘query in context’ visualisation (see 2.4.).
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Image 5. Topic visualisation over time (image taken from Harvard’s Paper Machines)

2.4. Comparing discourses
RQ4.In which context people in television programmes about Russia use the concept ‘cultural identity’?
RQ5.Does
RQ6.Does

it

differ
it

from

differ

the

from

appearance
the

of

‘cultural

appearance

of

identity’
‘cultural

in

programme

identity’

in

descriptions?
newspapers?

She remembers that in her first search ‘cultural identity’ popped up. ‘It would be interesting’, she thinks,
‘to see how cultural identity is related to fiction and non-fiction’. Corine wants to investigate the subtitles
of the programmes, in order to see in which context the people talk about ‘cultural identity’. She creates
clouds for the subtitles. She sees that crime has 213 hits and cultural identity 189 hits by hovering over the
words. Then, she clicks on the word ‘cultural identity’ in the cloud and gets an overview of all sentences
before and after the word cultural identity (Query in Context). By scanning all sentences, she finds that the
words cultural identity in the television programmes are in 200 out of 213 cases mentioned together with
‘Moscow’, ‘balalaika’s’ and ‘vodka’. She bookmarks* the twenty programmes which rank high in the list.
She wants to take a meta-perspective and check whether there is a difference between the metadata
description of the tv-programmes and the subtitles of the very same tv-programmes. She compares the
code ‘Russia and cultural identity’ for the subtitle dataset with ‘Russia and cultural identity’ for the
television dataset. And she repeats this action for ‘Russia and cultural identity’ for the subtitle dataset and
the newspaper dataset. She checks the box ‘missing data’ 4 and sees that out of 1.700 programmes

4

One of the options to normalize the statistics is to take the number of programmes into account which have empty programme
description fields (=‘missing data’).
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produced, only 254 have subtitles. 1.540 tv-programmes do have extensive metadata-descriptions. She
saves her results*.

Image 6. Example of query in context. We can use it to contextualize the words of the subtitle word-cloud (image taken
from Dutch semcor)

Image 7. Example of query in context (image taken from Berkeley’s Wordseer 3.0.)
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2.5. Watching clips
RQ7.How

is

cultural

identity

visually

represented

RQ8.To what extent and how do the findings of the

in

the

television

programmes?

historical analysis and the discourse analysis

correspond with those of the actual programmes?

Once she has gained insight in some trends, she wants to watch some programmes* to see whether and
how the results of her previous searches actually match with the television programmes. She selects one
programme for every decennium on the basis of her bookmark list*.

2.6. Writing up the research and retrieving previous visualisations
One month later, Corine starts to write up her research article. She visits her personal page* in the
interface where she saved all her previous searches and visualisations, including the dates that these were
done, and downloads* them to her computer.
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